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Bestselling author and acclaimed physicist Lawrence Krauss offers a paradigm-shifting view of
how everything that exists came to be in the first place.“Where did the universe come from?
What was there before it? What will the future bring? And finally, why is there something rather
than nothing?”One of the few prominent scientists today to have crossed the chasm between
science and popular culture, Krauss describes the staggeringly beautiful experimental
observations and mind-bending new theories that demonstrate not only can something arise
from nothing, something will always arise from nothing. With a new preface about the
significance of the discovery of the Higgs particle, A Universe from Nothing uses Krauss’s
characteristic wry humor and wonderfully clear explanations to take us back to the beginning of
the beginning, presenting the most recent evidence for how our universe evolved—and the
implications for how it’s going to end.Provocative, challenging, and delightfully readable, this is a
game-changing look at the most basic underpinning of existence and a powerful antidote to
outmoded philosophical, religious, and scientific thinking.
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BullWorth, “Articulate, profound - and no equations!. My fear that a theoretical physics book
would induce something between a deep sleep and a coma before I finished the first page of
equations, proved happily unfounded. Krauss has taken enormous pains to explain the story in
non-mathematical language, which could not have been easy or comfortable for him as a
scientist with a reputation to protect. He did an excellent job, and I am a grateful reader.My only
reservation is that, having explained to us so well how quantum fluctuations can lead to
something from nothing, he does not tackle the next turtle down, namely, what might have
caused quantum fluctuations themselves, and the phenomenon of spacetime inflation, to exist?
He invokes the bubbling oatmeal (or turtle soup?) of a multiverse as the probable instigator, and
our quantum fluctuations as a chance result of that churning mush, but where did the oats and
the water and the stove and the pot come from? I gather that the answers are yet to be
discovered, but I would have appreciated him lifting this turtle too and peeking underneath, if
only via speculation.No I am not chasing the God of the Gaps here. God drowned in the oatmeal
early in the book. And Krauss points out that every cosmic phenomenon need not have a cause,
simply because it does in our humdrum human lives. Still, I was left with a tinge of Einsteinian
indigestion about God not playing dice. Do dice really pop in and out of existence without any
explanation other than... that's just the way it is? I'd have enjoyed hearing his thoughts about
that, even if pure speculation.”

Richard Ramdial, “Great even if your not great at science. From the title alone you can tell this
will conflict with what all ancient texts have to say about the origin of the universe. Even if you are
like myself, not really versed in the field of science you can understand from what is explained in
this book how scientists have use various methods to estimate the age and content of the
observable universe. It explains that we can almost always get something from nothing, even if
the religious community claim only a deity can make something from nothing they cannot or will
be unwilling to define what nothing is. The books goes through the big bang and many other
cosmological aspects that will enrich your understanding of the known universe. I definitely
recommend to anyone who wants scientifically objective view on how the universe came to be.”

K B Dixon, “Laurence Krauss is among the most knowledgeable and articulate physicists of our
time.. This requires concentration to understand and absorb. I find that making one's own notes
of 'critical points' as one goes through it helps. It is well illustrated with clear diagrams. Key to the
overall explanation is Quantum Theory – or rather the quantum effects that make 'nothing' an
untenable concept. Such mysteries as the the concept of 'nothing', including a 'space' for
nothing to exist in, the presence of energy in space and the existence of dark matter are
explained. This book is an admirable and necessary prelude to the following book by Laurence
Krauss "The Greatest Story Ever Told – So Far". Both are most highly recommended.”



matelot, “Open-minded or brain-dead?. This is brain exercise. What did Krauss mean by
'nothing'? Nothing as in non-existence, or no thing? Is a vacuum nothing?If there's a god, does
he/she/it/whatever understand science and logic? What has God been doing since eternity?
Why create a universe now, after eternity? If you could ask God, Why you? what would it say?As
there's so much we don't understand, why shouldn't a universe come from nothing? Why invoke
a god from ignorance? If giraffes could speak, God would be a giraffe. Deny it.Another well-
written book for the genuinely open-mined and curious.Life is about curiosity, not imprisonment
by dogma.”

C.J.CRUMLY, “MUCH A DO ABOUT NOTHING. Speaking pretty much as a good for nothing
nomark (etc) - the complete antithesis of a professor; I still do wonder however about the so-
called ‘nothingness’ of the origin, which seems to me to imply an infinite universe and not finite
as I prefer to think of it.I back this up - correct or not - by equating the energy mass equation with
the Hawking Beckenstein equation; applying dimensional analysis and taking the second time
differentials to contextually snapshot the beginning/ end of time bound to gain finite values for
mass, energy, radius and time.Perhaps I should give myself the benefit of the doubt and not be
quite so hard on myself, so I will Planckianly promote myself to nomark + epsilon, and as such
will carry on with my wonderings of a finite universe - fully conserved with finite energy, finite
time, finite mass and of finitely spherical [well...if it walks like a duck and quacks like a
duck…….!] diameter; and guessing that the derived ‘2m’ mass terms may be indicative of the
antiparticle and the antiparticle universe.Using quantum ‘bra’ and ‘ket’ state notation, I’m
thinking initial orthogonality between the two opposing states of the universe at the origin - the
inner product: = 0 or close to zero probability, but not quite - Planckian: maybe = epsilon, an
infinitesimally small Planck unit, with the two states of the universe evolving over time to lead to
an end state of =1, where dark matter/ energy acts from one state onto the other, causing this
universe to expand and move away from 0 (or epsilon) with accelerating probability towards
1.Could a very loose mechanistic analogy be something like a counterbalanced elevator where
dark energy is the motor and where the brake is maximum entropy at the end of the time cycle? -
moving through the floors in Planckian probability increments towards floor level ‘Probability 1’;
unlike inside the Hotel Hilbert Hypothesis - where the top floor of infinity is never reached.If the
axes of space and time were quantised in epsilon intervals, but starting at epsilon divided by two
either side of the ‘origin’, then would the zero point of nothingness ever actually be encountered
- effectively of no origin - and hence none of the zero point errors?Could these two universes
commute with each other - can dark energy/ matter be measured and what floor of probability is
the cosmic elevator currently positioned at and is it possible to take measurements of the motor
whilst inside the elevator?Of course I don’t know, but I do know what floor I’m stuck at - still
haven’t moved off from the first level epsilon (or maybe epsilon/2).No doubt with all the
nonsense I’ve just spouted above - I’m sure more of a muse than an hypothesis - which I
daresay contradicts the current consensus that the universe is flat and hence infinite and



open.Below this though, the text of the read states that general relativity tells us that a closed
and finite universe must one day recollapse in a big crunch. Sounds better to me, although the
complexity of general relativity calculations and the advanced quantum mechanics operations
involved to try and work out the time evolution states between the beginning and the end with all
the annihilation, recreation and commutation is all beyond this nomark - even with half sleeping
(when losing the gist) through some online physics lectures [Stanford, Susskind, Youtube].Is
there not a contradiction though, in saying that there is one universe in which the total energy is
precisely zero - ‘for certain’ - which is not a flat universe.The reader is asked by the author - do I
think that some agent must have caused everything to start? Not really - In particular if there
were no origin.Keeps you thinking I suppose.”

N.C.Harrison, “Interesting read. A good recap of modern thinking on the universe. Did not
understand some of it but still a very good read. It is written for the lay person not for the PhD
student, so from that view point it was very good.  I would recommend it.”

The book by Gia Scott has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 2,283 people have provided feedback.
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